Detection of simple and complex changes of spectral shape.
In most of the previous studies (see Green, 1987) concerning the detection of a change in spectral shape, or "profile analysis," the listener's task was to detect an increment to a single component of an otherwise equal-amplitude, multicomponent background. An important theoretical issue is whether listeners' sensitivity to more complex spectral changes can be predicted from these results. In the present investigation, the sensitivity of a single group of listeners to a wide variety of simple and complex spectral changes was determined. After collecting the data, it was noted that almost all the thresholds could be predicted by a simple calculation scheme that assumed detection of a change in spectral shape occurs when the addition of the signal to the flat, multicomponent background produces a sufficient difference in level between only two regions of the spectrum. Unfortunately, this scheme, while successful for our limited set of data, fails to account for other "profile" data, namely, those obtained when the number of components is altered.